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Background 

Deenabandhu Teachers Resource Center (TRC) works to improve Science education in upper primary 

(classes 5, 6, 7) in Chamarajanagar district.   Deenabandhu TRC has developed extensive Teaching 

Learning Material (TLMs) using local materials.  These are for use in classes 5, 6, 7 to explain Science 

concepts.  Without these TLMs teachers and students use only the textbook to teach and learn Science.  

The TLMs help the students learn Science by doing, and to visualize concepts.  They are made using local 

materials, so they are inexpensive, and also teachers can see how they are made - there are workshops 

conducted for teachers on how to create TLMs.  This gives them a sense of ownership and de-mystifies 

the concept and equipment (more so than just buying the TLM at a store. 

Deenabandhu has a multi-pronged approach to enable adoption and use of TLMs in government 

schools. 

1) Teacher workshops on creating and using TLMs: 202 teachers are involved.  These teachers are 

from schools in Chamarajanagar, Kollegal and Gundlupet taluks.   This is the main project area.  

This is funded by Oracle. 

2) Anubhava monthly magazine, an aid to teachers that discusses Science topics and experiments 

to use when covering the syllabus during that month.   There are 3000 subscriptions.  This goes 

beyond the main project area.   This is funded by Oracle. 

3) Learning corners: a space set aside in a school for a set of TLMs.  This is created in schools with a 

supportive Science teacher, and in a location where they can serve as a nodal point for 4 

surrounding schools.  Learning corners in the main project area of Chamarajanagar, Kollegal and 

Gundlupet taluks are funded by Oracle and Adobe. 

Asha-SV Edu Impact funding is used to support 8 learning corners in Davanagere as they would 

like to expand the impact of their work to beyond Chamarajanagar.   Asha Boston’s funding is 

used to support 5 learning corners in the Honnur area, which is in a remote part of Kollegal 

taluk.   It is a remote area, and outside the main project area. 

4) Science Van.   The Science Van will visit the schools in the main project area.   This is funded by 

Asha SV. 



 

Black dots are schools where Asha Boston/MIT has funded learning corners 

 



 

Asha SV’s Edu Impact funding will be used for 8 learning corners in Davanagere North and Jagalur 

blocks according to the current plan.   

 

Site Visit 

We started the day by flagging off the Mobile Science Van.  This is in a converted bus.   All the seats have 

been removed.  It will be filled with TLMs and the Teachers Resource Center (TRC) staff will use it to 

drive to schools and conduct Science lessons and experiments at the schools.   This complements the 

main project by 

(1) Enabling facilitators to visit schools and teach the students, as the teachers might not have the 

same level of expertise as the facilitators (TRC staff). 

(2) Enable new experiments (not part of the learning corners) to be taken to schools.   

Deenabandhu TRC regularly comes up with new experiments. 

(3) Provide a space for the facilitators to work in, as often there are not enough classrooms in the 

schools. 



There was some trouble from the local RTO for getting this registered as a “Science Van,” but things 

are getting sorted out now.   Facilitators used to visit before on two-wheelers, the bus enables more 

things to be carried, and also provides a space to use when they teach.  In previous years classes 

have often be held outside. 

 



 



 

 

After inaugurating the Mobile Science Van we drove to Arakalavadi, a village about 20 kms from 

Chamarajanagar.  The Science teacher here, Mr. Ravi, has been a big supporter of Deenabandhu’s 

efforts and has shown a lot of initiative.  For this reason the Arakalavadi school was chosen as one of 

the schools to place a learning corner.    The Davangere learning corners will be similar to the 

Arakalavadi learning corner. 

We were greeted by Mr. Ravi, a sports teacher (who was Prof. Jayadev’s student a while back), and 

the SDMC chairman.  SDMC is the community body consisting of parents and community leaders.  I 

am always happy to see them when I visit a school. 



 



 

The Learning Corner. 

After we looked around the learning corner the class 7 girls were brought in to talk to us.  We talked 

to them on various topics.   They were very good at using the TLMs and explaining what they do and 

understanding the scientific principles involved.   Clearly they are familiar with them from their 

classes.   Mr. Ravi told us that after this middle school many students go to JSS high school near by 

(a government aided school, and JSS schools generally have decent quality) and do well there.   They 

are better than other students and score higher marks. 



 

Interacting with class 7 students. 

Mobile Science Van 

After the bus arrived, there was great excitement from among the children.   Three facilitators 

worked with 10-12 students each inside the bus (these happened simultaneously in different 

corners of the bus).   Students waited patiently in line for their turn to get into the bus.  It was great 

to see the children’s curiosity and excitement. 



 

Children waiting in line for their turn in the bus. 



 

Instruction in the bus 



 

Instruction in the bus. 

Suggestions 

The class 7 students were very familiar with the TLM on light that we discussed.   But when we went 

beyond Science we were reminded that this project is focused on Science.   For instance, the 

children had trouble locating Japan on a globe.   I would recommend considering expanding this 

project to include some other topics in Geography and History.  The infrastructure is there now, and 

a lot of trust has been established with the school HMs and teachers. 

I would also recommend including time for open-ended discussions at the end of a session focused 

on the curriculum.  We should encourage the children’s natural curiosity to ask questions.   One 

student asked my brother-in-law (a Canadian) why it snowed so much in Canada.  I thought it was a 

great question.  We explained where Canada was located w.r.t to India, closer to the pole, and 

because the earth is tilted on its axis in the winter it is further away from the sun during those 

months.   These types of discussions are very useful for creating a culture of scientific enquiry.   

The fact that the student asked a question is likely the result of the project, in moving them away 

from rote memorization and understanding what they learn.  The next step is provide a forum to 

answer and discuss questions they have beyond the curriculum. 



Similarly, at a teacher workshop we attended briefly, the teacher asked a question on light, on a 

topic not directly in syllabus.  The question was – we see light all around us on Earth, but when I see 

the movie Gravity I see that everything is dark except for the rocket.   Why is that?    

I am thrilled by these questions.  This exact topic is not in the curriculum, but the question is about 

light, which is in the curriculum.  The work done by the project encourages the teachers also to ask 

questions, and go beyond memorizing the textbook.   The fact that these questions go beyond the 

curriculum is an achievement.   The next step is to set aside time in the teacher workshops for 

questions and discussion. 


